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1. Introduction. Let Bd(n) denote the number of partitions of n

of the form n = bi+ • ■ • +b„ with bi — bi+i = d, and if d\bt, then

bi — bi+i>d. Let Cain) denote the number of those partitions just

described subject to the added condition bs>d. These partition func-

tions are associated with certain well-known theorems. The first

Rogers-Ramanujan identity [5, p. 291] asserts that Bi(n) is equal to

the number of partitions of n into parts = +1 (mod 5). The second

Rogers-Ramanujan identity asserts that Ci(n) is equal to the number

of partitions of n into parts = ±2 (mod 5). A theorem proved indepen-

dently by H. Gollnitz [3] and B. Gordon [4] asserts that B2(n) is the

number of partitions of n into parts=l, 4, 7 (mod 8) and that C2(n)

is the number of partitions of n into parts = 3, 4, 5 (mod 8). A theorem

of I. J. Schur [6] asserts that B3(n) is the number of partitions of n

into parts=- +1 (mod 6). For d>3, H. L. Alder [l, p. 713] has proved

that Bd(n) is not equal to the number of partitions of n into parts

taken from any set of integers whatsoever.

The object of this paper is to give a proof of Schur's theorem utiliz-

ing Watson's g-analog of Whipple's theorem and to give the following

result on din).

Theorem 3.

- -    (1 + q«)   -     (_1)Y»<»+1"2(1 - <Z6«+3)

1 + 2- Cz(n)qn =11  - ?_, -•
„ti ZTi (1 - q6m) n=o      (1 + <?3"+1)(l + <?3"+2)

Thus the generating function for din) is similar to the mock theta

functions. Indeed, it is conceivable that a very accurate asymptotic

formula for Cs(») may be found utilizing the techniques developed in

[2]. Unfortunately, I have not been able to obtain any simple parti-

tion-theoretic interpretation of Theorem 3. To my knowledge nothing

at all is known about Cd(n) for d>3. I would conjecture, however,

that Alder's result for Bi(n) is also valid for Cain) with d>2.

2. Proof of theorems. Let b3(m, n) denote the number of partitions

of n into m parts such that n = bi+ • • • +bm, &,•—i,+i^3, and if

3\bit thenbi — bi+i>3, bm>j.
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Lemma.

(2.1) bo(m, n) — bi(m, n) = b0(m — 1, n — 3m + 2),

(2.2) bi(m, n) — b2(m, n) = bx(m — 1, n — 3m + 1),

(2.3) b2(m, n) — bs(m, n) = b3(m — 1, n — 3m),

(2.4) bs(m, n) = b0(m, n — 3m).

Proof. We prove (2.3); the other identities are proved in exactly

the same manner. First, b2(m, n) —b%(m, n) enumerates the number of

partitions of the type enumerated by b2(m, n) with the added restric-

tion that 3 appears as a summand. Now subtract 3 from every sum-

mand. The number of summands is reduced to m — l; the number

being partitioned is reduced to n — 3m, and the smallest part now

appearing is 3:4. Hence we now have a partition of the type enumer-

ated by b%(m — l, n — 3m). This procedure establishes a one-to-one

correspondence between the partitions enumerated by b2(n, m)

— bi(m, n) and those enumerated by bz(m — 1, n — 3m). Hence (2.3)

follows.

Now for \q\ < 1, we define

eo       oo

/i(x) = 1 + X) 12 bi(m, n)xmqn.
n=l 77i=l

Theorem 1.

/o(x) = fi —--^- Z (-l)»'x2°'9ci/2'(9'n-3"*>(l - xq*m)
n=0   (1   -   X2q°") n^o

"^z1    (1 + q*1) Yl  (1 - x2qu)

H      (1 + xqf) H  (1 - <?6*+6)  '

Proof. (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) imply respectively

(2.5) /o(x) — fr(x) = xq/0(xq3),

(2.6) h(x) -/2(x) =xq2/i(xq*),

(2.7) ft(x) - f9(x) = xq'Mxq*),

(2.8) /3(x) =/o(*<?3).

Thus by (2.5),

(2.9) fr(x) =/o(x)-xq/o(xq*).

By (2.7) and (2.8),

(2.10) f2(x) = /o(x93) + xq*/o(xq°).

Substituting (2.9) and (2.10) into (2.6), we obtain
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(2.11) /,(*) = (1 + xq + xq2)foixq3) + xg3(l - xq3)foixq«).

Let G(x)=/o(x)nn"-o (l-x?3")"1. Then by (2.11),

(2.12) (1 - x)G(x) = (1 + xq + xq2)Gixq3) + xq3Gixqe).

Thus if G(x) = zZn=o A„iq)xn, then Aoiq) = 1 and

(2 13)        M9) ~ A"~liq) = q3nMq) + q*n~2An-liq)

+ q^An-iiq) + q«»-3An-iiq),

or

(2 14)        Mq) = (1 + ^^ + ^ + q*n~3)(l ~ «3")_1^"-l(^

= (1 + q^il + q3"~2)il - q^-'A^iiq).

Thus Aniq) = II?=i (1 + ?3/_1)(l + q3^2)il ~ q31)-1- Hence

00 oo

Mx) = n (i - *?3n) e x»>
(2.15) nJ°

•f[ (1 + <?3^)(l + ?3^2)(l - qz'Yl-
3=1

In Watson's g-analog of Whipple's theorem [7, p. 100, (3.4.1.5)],

first replace q by q3, then set a=x, e= —q,f= —q2, and let c, d, and

g—* oo. This yields

°° Cl_xo6m)
V  (_l)""x2m(,(l/2)(9m2-3m)  __H     '

m~0 (1   —  X)

3^ (1 + q*1)  ^ (1 - x2q*k)

ii (i + x^) ii (i - 2«+«)

"      (1 - xo3n+3)(l - xo3")      "
(2.16) = II-"-— Z *m

„=o (1 + xg3«+1)(l + x93«+2) ri

m

■ n (i + ff'^ci + ?3>-2)(i - ff'o-1
i=i

- , , TT _(1 - *<?3n+3)
= /o(x) II  -■- •

„_o (1 + x93"+1)(l + x?3»+2)

Simplifying, we obtain Theorem 1.

Theorem 2.

oo oo

1 + zZ Biin) =/0(l) = II (1 - q«n+l)-Kl - q**+')-\
m=1 n=0
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Proof. The first equation follows from the definitions. Setting

x=l in Theorem 1 and utilizing Jacobi's theorem [5, p. 282], we

deduce

/o(l) = II (1 + q3n+1)(I + q3n+i)(l - q3"^)-1
71 = 0

•  <1  +   ^ (_l)»»flU/2K9m8-3ra)(l   _|_  q3m)>

\ 771=1 '

CO

= II (1 + q3n+1)(l + q3n+2)(l - 93"+3)-1(l - q3"+3)

n-0

= IIC1 + 93"Tl)(l + q3n+i)
n=0

CO

= II (i - g6B+1)_1(i - 96"+5)_1-

7»=0

One may now prove Schur's partition theorem directly from

Theorem 2.

Finally we prove Theorem 3. Utilizing basic definitions, (2.8), and

Theorem 1, we have

i + i;c.wf=/»(i)
= Mq3)

eo       (J _|_     „)      eo     (_l)m„9m(m+l)/2(l    _   q6m+3j

" nJi (1 - $•») nTo     (1 + q^+'Kl + q3m+2)       '

Thus we have Theorem 3.
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